XLI Międzynarodowy Mistrzowski Kurs Pianistyczny w Dusznikach-Zdroju

The 41st International Piano Master Course in Duszniki-Zdrój (POLAND)

16-28 LIPCA 2018 / 16th-28th JULY 2018

Kierownik Artystyczny / Artistic Director
prof. GRZEGORZ KURZYŃSKI

Kierownik Organizacyjny / Coordination and Organization
st. wykł. DARIUSZ BATOR

Pedagodzy / Lecturers
prof. ORLA MCDONAGH (Dublin / IRELAND)
prof. MICHAEL MARKOV (Enschede / NETHERLANDS)
prof. PHILIPPE GIUSIANO (Marseille / FRANCE)
prof. GRZEGORZ KURZYŃSKI (Wroclaw / POLAND)
prof. WALDEMAR ANDRZEJEWSKI (Poznań / POLAND)

Zgłoszenia na kurs / Application: www.amuz.wroc.pl
Termin zgłoszeń / Application deadline: 15.06.2018
ABOUT THE COURSE
The 41st International Piano Master Course will be held on 16-28 July 2018 in Duszniki-Zdrój (Lower Silesia, Poland), the village known for its long music tradition and International Chopin Festivals.

The event is organised by the Karol Lipiński Academy of Music in Wrocław – the Chair of the Piano at the Instrumental Faculty.

The Course Programme includes individual classes with a chosen professor, open lessons, lectures, participants concerts at Chopin’s Manor House and the Foundation of International Chopin Festivals in Duszniki-Zdrój.

COURSE REPERTOIRE
Participants may chose a freely selected repertoire consisting of Fryderyk Chopin’s compositions and pieces by 17th-20th-century composers which they would like to work on with a chosen professor during the course.

PARTICIPANTS
The Course is addressed to young pianists who have some artistic achievements: students and graduates of music academies from Poland and abroad, particularly talented students of secondary music schools and music schools teachers.

PARTICIPATION FEE
- 1990 PLN (about 500 EURO) – for active participants (accommodation in rooms with bathroom)
- 1750 PLN (about 440 EURO) – for active participants (accommodation in rooms without bathroom)
- 1420 PLN (about 360 EURO) – for passive participants (accommodation in rooms with bathroom)
- 1180 PLN (about 300 EURO) – for passive participants (accommodation in rooms without bathroom)
- 640 PLN (about 160 EURO) – for active participants (without accommodation)
- 120 PLN (about 30 EURO) – for passive participants (without accommodation)

Each participant should check the exchange rate on the day of payment on the BZWBK Bank, website: www.bzwbk.pl

FURTHER INFORMATION:
www.amuz.wroc.pl

CONTACT:
e-mail: piano@amuz.wroc.pl